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The FAST application was designed to replace the paper and pen method of checking out and checking in GSA Vehicles at KSC. By innovating from a paper and pen based checkout system to a fully digital one, not only the resources wasted by printing the checkout forms have been reduced, but it also reduces significantly the time that users and fleet managers need to interact with the system as well as improving the record accuracy for each vehicle. The vehicle information is pulled from a centralized database server in the SPSDL. In an attempt to add a new feature to the FAST application, the author of this report (alongside the FAST developers) has been designing and developing the FAST Management Website. The GSA fleet managers had to rely on the FAST developers in order to add new vehicles, edit vehicles and previous transactions, or for generating vehicles reports. By providing an easy-to-use FAST Management Website portal, the GSA fleet managers are now able to easily move vehicles, edit records, and print reports.

Nomenclature

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{GSA} = General Services Administration
  \item \textit{FAST} = Fleet Application for Scheduling and Tracking
  \item \textit{SPSDL} = Spaceport Processing System Development Lab
  \item \textit{KSC} = Kennedy Space Center
\end{itemize}

\footnote{NIFS Intern, System Hardware Engineering Branch (NE-C4), KSC, University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez Campus.}
I. Introduction

“Fleet Application for Scheduling and Tracking” (FAST) is an application developed in 2014 by the NASA System Hardware Engineering Branch (NE-C4), designed to replace the pen and paper method of checking out GSA vehicles and is currently in a pilot program phase in the OSB II and Logistics Facility.

Currently, there are three FAST Kiosks operating at KSC. The Kiosks consist of an iPad Air and accompanying iOS application to provide an easy-to-use interface for checking out vehicles. The vehicle information is pulled from a centralized database server in the Spaceport Processing System Development Lab (SPSDL). Vehicle reports detailing usage for each vehicle in the system are also automatically generated and submitted at the end of each month. This autonomy reduces the paper waste generated by providing electronic copies rather than paper and reduces time spent gathering and sorting through paper records. Automated emails alerts help vehicle coordinators respond to problems with vehicles much more quickly than previously. By innovating from a paper and pen based checkout system to a fully digital one, we are reducing not only the resources wasted by printing the checkout forms, but significantly reducing the time that users and fleet managers need to interact with the system as well as improving the record accuracy for each vehicle.

NE-C4 developers are working on adding more features to the FAST application. One of the features currently under development is the Management Website. As of today, the GSA fleet managers have to rely on the FAST developers in order to change the vehicles’ location, to edit records, or to change the GSA fleet inventory in general. The Management Website is a portal that allows the GSA fleet managers to easily move vehicles, edit records, and print reports. The task of designing and developing the Management Website was designated as my main project during the internship.

II. Objectives

The objective of this project is to develop a Management Website portal that allows the GSA fleet managers to edit records, edit vehicles properties, and print records. In that way, the GSA fleet managers don’t have to rely on the FAST developers in order to edit the fleet inventory.

1. To plan and design a Management Website for the FAST application.
2. To implement and provide the functionally required from the FAST Management Website specifications.
3. To integrate the FAST Management Website to the FAST database server.
4. Debugging and updating the FAST kiosks.

III. Technical Approach

As part of the methodology followed to achieve the objectives, the intern used training tutorials, online resources, and online documentation in order to get familiarized with the following topics: Appcelerator Titanium, Javascript, Ruby on Rails, HTML5 and SQL.

It was important to get an understanding of the main structure of the FAST application before starting implementing the FAST Management Website. Appcelerator Titanium is a framework designed for developing iOS, Android and Blackberry applications, and it’s very convenient since the developer only needs to know how to program using Javascript (Programming language) in order to build apps for any of available platforms. Titanium translates the Javascript code into native code (as it’s required to install Android SDK for Android development and XCode for iOS development), making the applications to behave as if they were written in their native language.

As for the FAST Management Website, the first idea was to develop the website from scratch using HTLM5 and CSS. After a couple of weeks contemplating and working on this idea, the developers realized that using Ruby on Rails not only would give then the same tools for implementing the website, but also would give them a very smooth way of integrating the Management Website with the FAST database. Because of that advantage, the developers decided to use Ruby on Rails instead in order to develop the Management Website.

The Fast Management Website contains four main pages:

1. Display Vehicles: On the display vehicles page, the GSA fleet managers are able to see a list of all the inventory vehicles their corresponding information: make, model, tag number, year, location, capacity,
type, mileage, and last service date. The managers can search for cars or even sort them by any category. They can also add new vehicles from this page.

Figure 1: Display Vehicles page. The GSA fleet managers can do several actions like search for a vehicle, sort the vehicles or add a new vehicle to the inventory.

2. Edit Vehicle: On the Edit Vehicle page, the GSA fleet managers are able to edit any of the following information of their vehicles: make, model, year, mileage, mail code, building, tag number or parking spot.

Figure 2: Edit Vehicles page. The GSA fleet managers can edit the properties of their vehicles.
3. **Reservations Page**: On the Reservations page, the GSA fleet managers are able to see a list of all the transactions made by the users. Also, the managers can edit any of the transactions, which is useful for editing errors made by the users during the check-out/check-in process.

![Figure 3: Reservations page.](image)
The GSA fleet managers can see a list of the vehicles reservations and edit them.

4. **Reports page**: On the Reports page, the GSA fleet managers are able to generate monthly reports about the vehicles reservations. They can select a specific month, or the can select the range of months in which they want to see all the reservations of a vehicle.

![Figure 4: Reservations page.](image)
The GSA fleet managers can generate reports providing a valid vehicle tag number and a date.
**Figure 5:** Report Example: This is the first page (1 of 11) of the report generated for a vehicle from May 2014 – November 2014.
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